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Introduction
This paper enabled candidates across the ability range to demonstrate their understanding
of Psychology across the range of three topics. Topics C & D appeared to be less problematic
than Topic E but there was a wealth of evidence of good practice across all topics. Many
candidates appear equipped with a ‘tool kit’ of knowledge and skills that can help them
to tackle the range of different question styles. For example, for question 12, candidates
were able to outline preparedness quite well and then use the findings of Bennett-Levy
and Marteau to explain how there is evidence for preparedness. In addition, candidates
were able to use their knowledge of content analysis to devise a study in question 2(e).
Pleasingly, candidates appeared, in the main, to be prepared for the extended writing of
question 15 with some very thorough answers.
Many candidates showed evidence of having learned the content well and their answers
suggested that they had actively engaged with the material during their studies, producing
clear and detailed responses that demonstrated thorough understanding and meaningful
evaluation. This GCSE course continues to provide an interesting and effective way to assess
Psychology at an introductory level and a sound basis for stepping up to AS level.
In general, the biological concepts that appeared on this paper, stretched the field out
somewhat and is was probably more pronounced on this paper as it appeared in both
Topics C & E as direct questions. Also, it was pleasing to see candidates moving away from
the simple answers of ‘quicker’ ‘fairer’ or ‘easier’ when responding to research methods
questions, showing a ‘firmer’ appreciation of concepts linked to research. For example in
question 10(d), many candidates could give a developed answer as to why closed questions
may be preferable.
A couple of areas of difficulty were seen in the paper. The first was the candidates’ ability
to compare two ideas as this was mainly just a description of one idea followed by the
second idea with no linking at all from them. The second was about ethical issues rather
than ethical guidelines (question 2(e)) – most candidates simply wrote about how Burt
may adhere to ethical guidelines rather than the ethical issues raised by research into
aggression. The second was the biological aspects of criminality which candidates did
struggle on at times.
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Question 1 (b) (c)
Many candidates did well on this question by correctly identifying both the IV and DV and
then operationalising them. Common mistakes included mixing up the IV and DV or getting
the study confused with Charlton et al.

Examiner Comments

A clear 2+2 as the IV is operationalised and so is the DV.

Examiner Tip

Always ensure that IVs and DVs are operationalised if
there are 2 marks available.
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Question 1 (d)
The majority of candidates could clearly outline the conclusion of Anderson and Dill's study
in general terms. A sizeable minority wrote a very specific result here (usually about the
noise blast) and could not gain credit.

Examiner Comments

A clear, concise conclusion here.
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Question 1 (e)
This was the stronger of the two Anderson and Dill evaluation questions with many
candidates choosing ethics or ecological validity as the starting point for their answers. Less
able candidates wrote either a result of the study or some generic fact about the method
and could not gain credit.

Examiner Comments

The candidate was awarded 2 marks. A clear problem is
identified here and put into the context of the study.

Examiner Tip

When asked for a problem or strength and it is 2
marks, make sure that the answer is in the context of
the study.
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Question 1 (f)
Candidates tended to struggle on this question as many gave a generic methodological
strength that could be applied to many studies. As the question asked the candidate to
explain a strength, it had to be in the context of Anderson and Dill to gain the second mark.

Question 2 (a)
Usually very well answered with candidates writing about the how, what and recording
mechanisms. There were some very clear, succinct, answers here that scored three very
quickly. The element that tended to get missed out was the 'how' part as these answers
focused a lot on the tallying of behaviours seen. A small minority wrote about setting up an
experiment to watch Burt's brother's behaviour before and after playing the game which
was not creditworthy.

Examiner Comments

This clearly outlines what is being looked for (punching etc.),
how they will conduct it (watch some playing) and the recording
mechanism (tallying). Full marks.
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Question 2 (e)
Many candidates struggled to gain marks on this question as they tended to focus on ethical
guidelines rather than ethical issues. Stronger answers did focus on a variety of issues like
the potential long term effects of playing the game or how Burt's brother may imitate some
of the behaviours witnessed in the game.

Examiner Comments

The whole answer is simply outlining ethical guidelines in
general, with no linking to games and aggression. Therefore, no
marks were awarded.
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Examiner Comments

1 mark for the first sentence. It is much clearer if you bracket
out 'without informed consent'.Second mark for 'even though
it's not real it may cause distress'.Third mark for long-term
effects of playing the game.

Examiner Tip

When asked for ethical issues ensure that the answer is
about issues rather than just simply guidelines.
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Question 2 (f)
Most candidates could identify a correct theory here.

Question 5 (a)
The majority of candidates could identify some biological feature that could explain
aggression. Hormones and the amygdala were by far the most popular choices. Some
candidates did pick up the ID mark but then failed to expand on this to gain the second
mark for outlining how it may cause aggression.

Question 5 (b)
There were many good answers here that easily scored the one mark available. However,
some candidates merely stated 'there is evidence' or would name-drop Whitman or King
without saying why it supports the biological explanation. Candidates needed to state what
the findings were to gain credit here.

Examiner Comments

A good example of how a study supports an explanation here to
gain one mark.
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Question 6
Most candidates gained 1 mark here as they simply wrote about two different explanations
without doing any comparison work which is what the question required. Most could easily
highlight two explanations but only a small amount of candidates completed some explicit
comparison work between their choices.

Examiner Comments

A common example where the candidate has simply written
two explanations without any direct comparison, therefore the
candidate was only awarded 1 mark.

Examiner Tip

When asked to compare, make sure that you complete
explicit comparisons.
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Question 10 (b) (ii)
The majority of candidates could highlight a reason for standardised instructions with
'control' and 'making it ethical' being popular choices. Some candidates ignored the advice
in the question and wrote about it telling students how to complete the questionnaire.

Question 10 (c)
Most candidates understood what open-ended questions were and could give reasons as
to why they may be preferable. Some candidates got open-ended and closed questions
confused and could not gain credit here.

Question 10 (d)
Many candidates could identify a feature of closed questions that made it preferable for
the teacher - however, some candidates did not fully read the question as they were still
answering it from the 'student perspective' rather than the teacher.

Question 11 (a)
Most candidates could place these in the correct order.
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Question 11 (b)
Some candidates clearly understood Classical Conditioning and could easily apply it to
the Angharrad scenario to gain maximum marks. Other candidates drew good diagrams
to show the process but then failed to develop their answers any further and could only
score 2 as a result. In addition, other candidates did not fully identify the UCS so could not
score maximum marks. There were only a handful of candidates that did not use Classical
Conditioning here (e.g. they used Social Learning).

Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded 2 marks. A good answer,
but the UCS is not clear at all (just states 'something
bad') so could not gain maximum marks.

Examiner Tip

Ensure that examples are specific for UCS, NS etc. in
questions about Classical Conditioning.
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Question 11 (c)
Many candidates could correctly identify nurture here and then explain why.

Question 11 (d)
Many candidates could identify systematic desensitisation for (d)(i). Most candidates could
identify at least one feature of systematic desensitisation to gain credit in (d)(ii) whilst
others easily picked up two marks here for clearly outlining how it could treat the fear of
cats. Only a few candidates mentioned therapies like Flooding and CBT which, of course,
could not gain credit.

Examiner Comments

This candidate was awarded 3 marks.1 mark for systematic
desensitisation1 mark for hierarchy of fear.1 mark for the
example of photo of cat to petting of cat.

Examiner Tip

Always remember to link your answer to the stimulus
material as it is stated in the question.
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Question 11 (e)
A generally well answered questions. Candidates tended to be able to note the 'exposure'
to the feared object with an elaborated example to gain two marks. Stronger answers then
covered aspects like associating the relaxation with the feared object or the not being able
to escape aspect of flooding. Some candidates wrote about cognitive factors which could not
gain credit.

Examiner Comments

A clear answer that tells the examiner three things about
Flooding. The marks were awarded as follows:
First mark for 'total exposed to your fear'.Second mark
for state of panic then calming down.Third mark for
associating phobia with the relaxation.
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Question 11 (f)
Many candidates could pick an ethical issue linked to flooding and then contextualise it in
their answers. Common choices were the right to withdraw argument and the psychological/
physical stress.

Question 12
Candidates appeared well prepared for this question as many tackled both halves of it and
did well. There were some strong descriptions of preparedness and then some equally
strong answers linking Bennett-levy and Marteau to preparedness. Weaker answers tended
to either write about the Bennett-Levy and Marteau study with no linking or mix up their
studies and wrote about Cook and Mineka instead.

Examiner Comments

The answer is just all description which is very
good, but there is no mention of Bennett-Levy,
hence the 3 marks.
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Examiner Tip

Always ensure you answer both halves
of a question.

Examiner Comments

This is a good description of preparedness with an excellent
usage of Bennett-Levy, so gets maximum marks.
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Question 13 (a)
Most candidates could identify two characteristics for (a)(i) that were creditworthy attractiveness, race and accent were popular. There were some answers that did not cover
characteristics or wrote vague examples which could not gain credit (e.g. 'looks' or 'the way
they dress'). Many candidates could score one mark for (d)(ii) for giving a general indication
of how a characteristic may affect decision-making but it was quite rare for an answer to be
developed and explain how it could affect.

Examiner Comments

Full marks were awarded for part a(i). In part (ii) this answer
does not tell us how it may affect decision-making so only
scored one mark. This is for stereotypes about certain race.
The candidate does then not qualify how this affects decisionmaking (they just state 'it will have an effect').
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Question 13 (b)
Many candidates could identify general strength and weaknesses to gain 1+1 but not too
many could then contextualise it by linking it directly to Sigall and Ostrove as the question
asked them to explain rather than outline. There were some very well thought through
answers that did link and these scored maximum marks.

Examiner Comments

Two marks were awarded for this response. Under strength, 1
mark was given for control group/compare and for weakness, 'It
was not realistic' does not gain credit by itself, see rule in Mark
Scheme, but the rest is creditworthy, about not giving out a
sentence, therefore 1 mark awarded.

Examiner Tip

Always remember that if asked to explain (and it is
worth two marks) make sure the strength or weakness
is linked directly to the study.
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Question 14 (a)
Candidates found it easy to score one here about the comparison angle of twin studies but
it was quite rare to see a two mark answer. There were many tautalogical answers that cold
not gain credit here.

Examiner Comments

The first mark is for the first two lines on comparison. This is
the first marking point on the Mark Scheme.The second mark
is for the rest, which is similar to the fifth marking point on the
Mark Scheme.
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Question 14 (b)
Candidates tended to use Christiansen to good effect here to show what twin study findings
have told us about the biological basis of criminality. Many candidates picked up a 'general
conclusion' mark here. However, there were candidates who either did not answer this
question or made very general comments about twin studies.

Examiner Comments

Only 1 mark was awarded for a generic conclusion.
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Examiner Comments

The findings are clearly Christiansen, even though not named
(see rule on Mark Scheme), so it gains a mark.The second mark
is for the last line.
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Question 14 (c)
There were some very good answers here that tended to focus on small sample sizes (using
Theilgaard as an example study) and rarity to gain the two marks. However, there were
many answers that had a hint of a practical issue but candidates chose ones that were not
linked to conducting biological research into criminality. Many of these answers were about
general issues of research into criminality rather than ones specifically linked to biology.

Examiner Comments

No marks could be awarded, this is not an issue that is linked to
biological research into criminality.
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Examiner Comments

A clear practical issue for research into the biological aspects of
criminality.
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Question 14 (d)
Many candidates got full marks here.

Question 14 (e)
There were some very strong answers here that used evidence to make a judgement about
the biological explanation of criminality. Theilgaard tended to be used very well as did
Christiansen - King and Charles Whitman were also popular choices and in the main were
used effectively. However, there were many candidates who appeared to be poorly prepared
for this question and they could only write about very general ideas of twin studies or
criminality in general without ever answering the question set.

Examiner Comments

Two results from studies that support the idea of a biological
foundation for criminality.
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Question 15
There were some brilliant answers here that scored maximum marks very easily.
Candidates tended to know a lot about John Duffy (especially the profile) and could also
write more than one developed evaluation point to get into Level 5. It would appear that
many candidates were well prepared for this question. Popular evaluation points were
about helping to narrow down the amount of suspects, how it may well just be guesswork
and the Rachel Nickell case. All of this said, there were some answers seen here where
the candidate simply wrote about what is involved in offender profiling or wrote about a
different case to that of John Duffy.
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Examiner Comments

This get Level 5 (10 marks).This is a very good
description of John Duffy, most notably the
profile. There are a series of well-developed
evaluation points. All points are well-expressed,
hence full marks.

Examiner Tip

Ensure that both halves of an essay
are answered to be able to get
towards the top end of marks.
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Examiner Comments

This is Level 2 (4 marks). The first paragraph has an OK evaluation,
referring to getting more information as a result of a profile. The second
paragraph is not creditworthy. The third paragraph has an evaluation point
about getting the wrong criminal. The fourth paragraph is very generic. So
Level 2 states 'reasonable attempt at evaluating offender profiling with no
description of John Duffy'. This is exactly what this candidate has done.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates should:
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•

put their answer into the context of a study if it asks them to ‘explain a strength...’ as
generic evaluations cannot score maximum

•

find ways to differentiate between ethical guidelines (rules researchers have to adhere
to) and ethical issues (the potential effects of running studies, say, into aggression or
criminal behaviour)

•

ensure that when asked to ‘compare’ two ideas, they must do the comparing themselves
rather than simply writing out the two ideas separately. Using key phrases like ‘both
show...’ or whereas can help them to make sure they are doing the comparing as the
examiner cannot do this for them

•

find strategies to help them fully answer questions that ask them to ‘use evidence....’ by
practicing using different topics (e.g. biological aspect of criminality).
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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